DSM alerts to its sunscreen patent

Combination of PARSOL® 1789 and PARSOL® 340 as claimed in DSM’s US6033649

DSM holds the patent rights for photostable cosmetic light screening agents comprising PARSOL® 1789 and PARSOL® 340 in a certain mole ratio as disclosed in US6033649.

Upon information and belief, DSM has concerns regarding the possible infringement of this patent by manufacturers and retailers in certain formulations. Should DSM determine that such infringement has taken place, DSM shall seek damages or a license in the appropriate forum. This statement is offered for the purpose of providing notice of potential infringement pursuant to 35 U.S.C. Section 287(a).

For more information please contact Jason J. Stephans, Senior Counsel, DSM Nutritional Products, LLC, United States: Jason.Stephans@dsm.com

The Information provided is based on current knowledge and experience, and may be used at your discretion and risk. It does not relieve you from carrying out your own precautions and tests. We do not assume liability in connection with your product or its use. You must comply with all applicable laws and regulations, and observe all third party right.